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ng a debit card in a store, you may have the
of choosing “credit” and providing a signahis is a smart choice if your account limits
mber of free debit transactions monthly.
wise, choose “debit” and enter your PIN
nal identification number).
cks are still widely accepted. Follow these
stions to protect your checks from forgery
reduce the possibility that honest errors will
n mistakes in your account.
re you write the check, deposit funds to
r it. The Check Clearing for the 21st Century
ut the time it takes a check to clear from days
urs.
permanent ink. Checks written in erasable ink
ncil can be altered.
r presign your checks. Anyone can legitily fill in the rest and drain your account.
he correct date. A postdated check can be
sited today for payment.
e out a check to a name, not “cash.”
rwise, anyone can cash that check.
w a line after the name of the party who’s
osed to get the money. This prevents a thief
becoming an alternate payee by adding the
“or” and an alias.
numbers as close to the preprinted dollar
as possible. This makes it hard to increase
mount by inserting a digit, for example,

changing $ 25 to $125. Note, if the amount spelled
out and in numerals disagree, the amounts spelled
out rules.
• Develop a form of your name to use only when
you sign checks and other documents. For
example, if you’re known as “Ed Miller,” reserve
“Edward Miller” for share drafts. With this special
signature on file and on your driver’s license or
similar identification, anyone who presents your
draft for payment with any other form of your name
will be suspect.
•If you make a mistake, write a correction and
initial it. If it gets messy, rip up the check, mark it
“void” in your register, and start over.
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The staff at your credit union can answer your
questions and help you develop good share draft
habits. Just ask.
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